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Healthy Weight Health Chat 

• Welcome and thank you for joining me! 
• Today I’d like to talk about achieving a Healthy Weight and why it’s so important 
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OUR MISSION  

• At Shaklee, our mission is to Make Healthy Happen. 
• Shaklee does this through creating products that are Safe, Proven, and Guaranteed.   
• And this Mission and products are offered to you, your family, friends and greater 

community. This is why I'm so proud of this company. This is why I’m so proud of this 
company, where you, your family, friends, and community.   

• Today, we’ll be talking about a program that can help you on the path to a healthier 
you.   
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BETTER HEALTH STARTS WITH A HEALTHY WEIGHT 

• Getting to a healthier weight is important to overall health and wellness. 
• This can be accomplished with simple diet and lifestyle changes you can make to help 

you achieve a healthier weight. 
• But at Shaklee we also believe in living the life you want – without compromise. We 

provide pure, safe, proven products that give your body what it needs to thrive. These 
include products for all facets of your life, including Nutrition, Beauty, Green Home, and 
Sports.  
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WHY DIETS FAIL 

• Let’s understand why diets fail.  
• As we established, getting to a healthier weight is important…but it isn’t easy, right? 
• Many of us have been on diets only to return right back to where we started, if not, 

heavier. 
• Why? Because diets lead to loss of lean muscle and fat, leading to a slowing of our 

metabolism. 
• And when our metabolism slows, it makes it easier to regain the weight you worked so 

hard to lose. But the weight you regain is fat not muscle, further compromising your 
metabolism and health. 

• All of this leads to a vicious cycle of dieting which includes loss of muscle, slowing of 
metabolism and weight gain all of which may compromise your health. 
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THE SECRET TO HEALTHY WEIGHT LOSS 



• Losing weight can be challenging. But there is a secret, and it’s losing the right kind of 
weight. 

• By losing the right kind of weight you’ll be losing fat and preserving muscle while 
supporting your metabolism. 

• This is key, because a higher metabolism means you burn more calories whether 
you are active or at rest.  

• As you can see from these graphics, losing fat equates to a leaner body.   
• Each of these women weigh the same amount, 150 pounds.  
• The silhouette on the left depicts someone that wants to lose weight. By 

losing the right kind of weight, which is fat, and retaining or building lean 
muscle, this can dramatically change their shape – as shown in the 
silhouette on the right. Dramatic yes, but why is this? 

• 5 pounds of fat takes up more space than 5 pounds of muscle. When 
most of the weight you lose is fat your inch loss is far more dramatic, so 
you ultimately look thinner. 
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HOW SHAKLEE ADDRESSES THE DILEMMA OF FAILED DIETS 

• The Shaklee 180® program uniquely helps you avoid the vicious diet cycle because:    
• It’s clinically proven to help you lose the weight and keep it off. 
• But you may be asking, how does it work? 

• Shaklee 180 is Powered by Leucine® - Proven to preserve muscle while 
you lose fat. 

• Build lean muscle 
• Lose fat and inches 
• Improve metabolism 

• The Shaklee 180 products and program combine healthy, clean eating and 
regular exercise that supports your healthy lifestyle.  
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SHAKLEE 180® IS CLINICALLY PROVEN TO HELP YOU LOSE WEIGHT AND KEEP IT OFF:  NEW 
CLINICAL STUDY 
Our most recent study on the combination of exercise and the Shaklee 180 meal program 
yielded tremendous results. 

• PROVEN WEIGHT LOSS:  On average, participants lost 14 lbs of body fat and gained 4 lbs 
of muscle over the 6-month study. 

• Proven weight maintenance: Participants maintained their weight over 6 additional 
months, losing an additional 2 lbs of fat and gaining an additional 3 lbs of muscle.  

• And just to give you some context, 14 pounds of body fat occupies the same volume as 
14 one-pound boxes of butter. 

• More muscle means a higher metabolism. 
• And those that experienced weight loss also experienced significant improvement in 

blood pressure and glucose control as a result of weight loss. 



• The Shaklee 180 program will help you lose fat, not muscle and can help motivate you to 
get fit for life. 
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PROVEN BY PEOPLE: PEOPLE HAVE BENEFITTED WORLDWIDE WITH THE PROGRAM IN TERMS 
OF LOOSING WEIGHT AND INCHES.  
The Shaklee 180® program is also proven by the experiences of people like: 
Eric and Joellen (Eric lost 80 pounds, Joellen lost 30 pounds) 
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Sabine who lost 25 pounds 
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Amanda who lost 21 pounds 
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And Kelly who lost 21 pounds 
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COMMIT TO A CHALLENGE AND GET STARTED 

• Make your commitment. What is it that you want to prove? Think about how you want 
to feel in 30 days? Or for a lifetime?  

• The Shaklee 30-Day Prove It Challenge™ is a great way to get started. 
• And it comes with a free 7-Day Healthy Cleanse to kick-start your weight loss efforts.   
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GETTING STARTED IS SIMPLE: SET YOUR GOALS   
Set your ideal healthy weight and set your life goals. Think about how achieving your healthy 
weight can change YOUR Life. 

• When thinking about your ideal weight, take your BMI into account. 
• BMI is a universally recognized measure of body composition based on height and 

weight and it can be a helpful starting place to evaluate where you are and where you’d 
like to go. 

• And if you don’t know your BMI, you can use this helpful chart.  Find your height and 
weight on this chart. You’ll then see what your BMI # is and if you are in a healthy 
weight zone.  

• As an example, this woman is 5’5” and weighs 168 pounds. Her BMI # is 28, 
which is in the overweight range. By losing 24 pounds, she would be in the 
normal range.  
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WE RECOMMEND JUMP-STARTING YOUR HEALTHY WEIGHT JOURNEY WITH THE 7-DAY 
HEALTHY CLEANSE  

• The Healthy Cleanse  - Feel Healthier in 7 Days! 



• Support healthy digestion* 
• Help jump-start weight loss 
• Help increase focus and energy* 
• Help with hunger management* 
• Help improve sleep quality* 
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CLINICALLY PROVEN: 7-DAY HEALTHY CLEANSE 

• 80% improved energy levels and decreased cravings* 
• 72% improved satiety* 
• 60% felt improvements in mood* 
• 74% improved sleep quality 
• Average weight loss was 6.8 pounds with 1.62 inches* 
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HOW TO DO A HEALTHY CLEANSE 

• Set your goal – remember why you are doing a Healthy Cleanse  
• Find someone that will partner with you. 
• Set a date to begin. 
• Preparation is the key to success! 
• Start reducing your consumption of coffee, soft drinks, fat or high-starch foods, and 

refined sugars. 
• Join the Official Shaklee 7-Day Healthy Cleanse Facebook group for tips, inspiration, 

recipes, and more. 
• After you’ve completed your Healthy Cleanse, you’ll transition to either the Shaklee 180 

Turnaround or Shaklee 180 Starter Kit to continue your weight loss efforts.  
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START YOUR SIMPLE, PROVEN WELLNESS PROGRAM 
  

• Whether transitioning from our 7-Day Healthy Cleanse or starting with the Shaklee 
Turnaround Kit and 180 Weight Loss Program, one of the first things you’ll notice is the 
simplicity. And that was the goal, a simple, clinically proven program that is easy to 
follow and saves you time and money.  

• Here’s what your day looks like for those on a 1200 calorie plan: 
• Breakfast is a Life Shake or Meal-in-a-Bar + 180 Metabolic Boost* 
• Snack if you want is one Shaklee 180 Energizing Tea 
• Lunch is a Life Shake or Meal-in-a-Bar + 180 Metabolic Boost* 
• Afternoon Snack is Shaklee 180 Snack bar 
• Dinner is a healthy, nutritious dinner + 180 Metabolic Boost* 

• Keep calories in mind: 
• Women should aim for 1200 – 1500 calorie program 
• Men should aim for 1500 – 1800 calorie program  



• And the Shaklee 180 program has multiple Meal Plans based on your 
current weight - which outlines your calorie range to help you lose 
weight. These can be found at the Shaklee 180 Resource tab - Program 
Resources along with recipes and other tools.  

• We also recommend that you get moving to get fit: at least 40 minutes of exercise two 
times a week. That’s it!  
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SHAKLEE 180 PRODUCTS  

• The Shaklee Difference  
• Shaklee 180 products include: 

• Life Shake™ 
• Meal-in-a-Bar 
• Snack Bars 
• Snack Crisps 
• Metabolic Boost* 
• Energizing Tea 

  
• The Life Shake and Shaklee 180 Meal-in-a-Bars and Snack Bars 

• Powered by Leucine® 
• Non-GMO  
• Have no artificial flavors, sweeteners, or preservatives added 
• Gluten free 
• Low glycemic 
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EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM TOOLS TO HELP SUPPORT YOU SO YOU ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS  

• Meal Plans – New!  
• Portion control guidelines 
• Healthy recipes 
• Lifestyle tips 
• Fitness regimens designed by world class Shaklee Pure Performance Team athletes 
• Official Shaklee 7-Day Healthy Cleanse Facebook group  
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HEALTHY, CLEAN EATING AND COOKING  

• Complement Shaklee 180® Products with one nutritious meal every day  
• Clean eating is a healthful practice for delicious meals that meet most dietary 

preferences:  
• Four main parts to a healthy meal 

• 1/2 to 1 cup whole grain 
• 4-6 ounces protein 
• Unlimited veggies 
• Pick a healthy fat  
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Eat Healthy, Stay Healthy is what we believe in right? But how should be even begin eating 
healthy. Going cold turkey on your eating habits is not the solution.  
The process needs to be steady and sustainable.  
Reducing the below intake is the very first step to accepting a Healthy Lifestyle:  

• Unhealthy drinks: sugary pop, sweetened drinks 
• Sweets: cakes, cookies, pastries, pies, snack cakes, packaged desserts  
• Processed flour: white bread, white rice, white flour, cornstarch 
• And these usual suspects: sugar, mayonnaise, corn and blended vegetable 

oils/shortening 
Not just reducing cause we humans cannot go without a lot of reductions so we should look to 
substitute it with healthier alternatives to bring a good mixture of everything.  
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Here are some clean eating tips that you could incorporate in you’re lives that would help you 
lead a cleaner life.  
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GET MOVING TO GET FIT: REGULAR EXERCISE  

• Getting to a healthier weight can be greatly enhanced by getting active. 
• Here are some tips for getting the most out of exercise:  

• Stay consistent: Choose exercises that you enjoy and can stay with your entire 
life.  

• Exercise enough: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention suggests that 
you should exercise at least 2 1/2 hours every week. Shaklee 180® participants 
who’ve experienced the most success exercised at least 40 minutes two times a 
week.   

• Increase your heart rate: Choose an exercise that increases your heart rate. 
• Lift weights: Resistance exercise helps build lean body mass as well as helps 

support bone mass as we age. 
• Supplement properly: Exercise increases the body’s need for nutrients. 
• Remember: Start slow and build slow. Make it a habit to exercise. 
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NATURALLY BLOG 

• As you’re going along your healthy weight journey, it’s important to stay motivated and 
informed about lifestyle practices that can support you. 

• The Naturally blog has a lot of great nutritional articles, recipes, and tips to help support 
your Shaklee 180® weight loss and Prove It Challenge™ goals in addition to your overall 
healthier lifestyle.  
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100% GUARANTEED 



• All Shaklee products are 100% guaranteed.  
• If you’re not satisfied with any one of our products, you can send it back to us for a full 

refund, even if the container is empty. No questions asked. 
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GET STARTED TODAY 
If you have your own product testimonial from the Healthy Cleanse, Prove It Challenge™, or 
Shaklee 180®, share it here. 

• Thank you so much for joining me today.  
• There is no better time than today to get started with the Prove It Challenge, but if you 

have any questions, talk with the person that sent you this video. 


